BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 2012-2013

ELECTIVE SEQUENCES

FRESHMAN
Fall
SOPHOMORE
Fall
JUNIOR
Fall
SENIOR
Fall

Elective Sequences:

System/Network Administration

- TECH 2822: Circuit Analysis (4)
- TECH 3232: Digital Technology (4)
- TECH 3241: Internet Technology (3)
- TECH 3440: Project Cost Evaluation (3)
- TECH 4262: Modern Programming (3)
- TECH 4272: Operating Systems (4)

Software Design

- TECH 2251: Advanced Programming Technology (3)
- TECH 2261: Data Structures (3)
- TECH 4263: Server Applications Technology (4)
- TECH 4281: Computer Network Technology (4)

Notes:
1. ALL Pre-Engineering Technology courses must be completed prior to enrollment in the Elective sequences.